Adverbs

Adverbs can tell how something happened. Sally *accidentally* dropped her doll in the puddle. Adverbs can tell when something happened. Sally dropped her doll *yesterday*. Adverbs can tell where something happened. Sally dropped it *here*. Read these sentences. An action verb is in bold type. Underline the adverb that describes the bolded verbs.

We quickly **ran** to the mini mart for a snack.

Sandra, will you please **come** here?

We **went** to the park yesterday.

She cautiously **maneuvered** into traffic.

Her daughter **prayed** beautifully before they all ate.

They will **go** to the library soon.

He carefully **wrote** in his best handwriting.

The dog next door always **barks**.

We frantically **searched** for the lost set of keys.

Let’s **make** plans tomorrow.

Bonus: My dad **snored** loudly as he **slept** dreamlessly.
Adverbs

Adverbs can tell how something happened. Sally accidentally dropped her doll in the puddle. Adverbs can tell when something happened. Sally dropped her doll yesterday. Adverbs can tell where something happened. Sally dropped it here.

Read these sentences. An action verb is in bold type. Underline the adverb that describes the bolded verbs.

We quickly ran to the mini mart for a snack.

Sandra, will you please come here?

We went to the park yesterday.

She cautiously maneuvered into traffic.

Her daughter prayed beautifully before they all ate.

They will go to the library soon.

He carefully wrote in his best handwriting.

The dog next door always barks.

We frantically searched for the lost set of keys.

Let’s make plans tomorrow.

Bonus: My dad snored loudly as he slept dreamlessly.